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SUMMARY

In The Teaching to Venerable Nanda on Entry into the Womb, the Buddha gives a
detailed account to his half-brother Nanda of the thirty-eight weeks of
human gestation. The sūtra explains conception in terms of how the
antarābhava (the being in the state between death in one life and birth in the
next) enters the womb, and details the physical composition of the embryo,
the suffering of the newborn being, and the miseries experienced over the
course of a lifetime. Including as it does the most comprehensive ancient
Indian account of gestation, it was an important source for embryology in
Tibetan medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

The Garbhāvakrānti sūtra, The Sūtra on Entry into the Womb, describes the thirty-
eight weeks of human gestation. It discusses conception, the composition of
the embryo, the gestation period, the newborn being, the course of life and
its sufferings, and the need to practice for one’s own good and the good of
others.

The section on conception  is notable for its descriptions of a number of
defects of the womb that prevent the mother from conceiving. In this section,
the antarābhava is said to have deluded thoughts about the womb that it is
entering. If the antarābhava’s karma is good, it thinks it is entering, for
example, a celestial palace. If the antarābhava has bad karma, it imagines
that it is entering an unpleasant place, like a hole at the bottom of a wall.

The section on the composition of the embryo consists mainly of similes
showing that the embryo is not simply a combination of the father’s semen
and the mother’s blood. Rather, a collection of causes and conditions is
required for rebirth to occur.

The week-by-week account of the development of the embryo and fetus is
the longest section of the sūtra. In each week, new features, frequently
initiated by exotically named internal winds, are described. The account of
the thirty-eighth week describes the miscarriage of a fetus that has
accumulated bad karma, a fate avoided by a being whose karma is good.

The infant experiences great suffering as it emerges from the womb and is
washed for the first time. Shortly after birth, it is infested by 80,000 types of
“worm” (Skt. krimi, kṛmi; Tib. srin bu) that feed on various parts of its body,
several dozen of which are named. There are multiple references in other
texts in the Kangyur to the worms that are thought to infest and feed on the
human body. There are detailed accounts like the one found in the present
text in The Application of Mindfulness of the Sacred Dharma (Saddharma-
smṛtyupasthāna)  and The Sections of Dharma (Dharmaskandha),  and there are
passing references to these worms in, for example, all of the long Perfection
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of Wisdom sūtras, such as The Transcendent Perfection of Wisdom in Ten Thousand
Lines (Daśa sāhasrikā prajñā pāramitā),  which specifically refers to the 80,000
types of worm, and in The Play in Full (Lalitavistara)  and The Inquiry of
Lokadhara (Lokadhara paripṛcchā).

Over the course of his or her life, the person is afflicted by various
illnesses and is subject to punishments including imprisonment, beatings,
and mutilations, as well as torments by supernatural beings, bad weather,
hunger, and thirst.

Thus, the sūtra emphasizes the suffering involved in gestation and birth
and throughout life, and it discourages activity that leads to rebirth. At the
same time, it presents medical or pseudo-medical information about
embryology, and it was one of the main sources for embryology in Tibetan
medicine.

Except for several brief quotations in Abhidharma texts and the
Yogācārabhūmi, the original Sanskrit text is not extant.  The text has survived
in three different translations in Chinese and in three Tibetan translations.
Two of the Tibetan translations were made from the Chinese, and one was
made from the Sanskrit. In terms of their content, these six surviving Chinese
and Tibetan versions fall into two main groups: shorter versions that consist
of the Buddha’s teaching to his younger half-brother Nanda on the subject of
conception, gestation, and childbirth; and longer versions that also provide a
frame narrative explaining that the teaching was given because Nanda,
infatuated with his wife, had been reluctant to take monk’s vows and
needed to be convinced by the Buddha. As well as adding much material not
specifically related to conception, gestation, or childbirth, the longer
versions also contain more detail about conception and the antarābhava than
the shorter versions. The present translation is of one of the shorter versions.

There are two different short versions, represented by two different
Chinese translations. The earlier of these was made in the late third or early
fourth century by Dharmarakṣa (Taishō 317) and does not appear to have
been translated into Tibetan. The later of these short-version translations
was made in the early eighth century by Bodhiruci as part of the Ratnakūṭa
collection, and it is his Chinese translation (Taishō 310–13) that was the
source for the ninth-century translation into Tibetan as part of the Tibetan
Ratnakūṭa —the text (Toh 58) translated here.

There are also two different long versions. One was translated into
Chinese in the early eighth century by Yijing as part of his translation of the
Chinese Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya (Taishō 1451). According to the Chinese
catalog, Kaiyuan shijiao lu 開元釋教錄  (Taishō 2154.585c15–19), Bodhiruci
inserted Yijing’s translation from the Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya into the Chinese
Ratnakūṭa collection (Taishō 310–14). This translation was, in turn, the
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source for the translation in the Tibetan Ratnakūṭa (Toh 57), the text
immediately preceding the present one in the Kangyur. The second long
version does not exist in Chinese and is not an independent sūtra but is
found embedded, like many other passages that may originally have also
circulated independently, in the Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya, specifically in the
Kṣudrakavastu (Toh 6). The Tibetan of the Kṣudrakavastu was translated directly
from the Sanskrit in the ninth century, and the passage within it that
contains this teaching therefore differs somewhat from the corresponding
passage in Yijing’s translation in the Chinese Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya (Taishō
1451).

To reiterate, there is one Chinese translation of one of the two short
versions of the text, one Chinese translation of the second short version, and
one Chinese translation of the first long version. With respect to the Tibetan
translations in the Kangyur, there are also three versions of the text: the long
and short versions in the Ratnakūṭa (Toh 57 and 58), both translated from
Chinese, and a passage embedded in the Vinaya kṣudraka vastu (Toh 6), which
is a long version that was translated directly from Sanskrit instead of
Chinese. The details of this group of texts and their rather complex
relationships are set out in a table at the end of this introduction.

The present text, mngal du ’jug pa (Toh 58), therefore, like the other Tibetan
Ratnakūṭa version, mngal na gnas pa (Toh 57), was translated into Tibetan
from Chinese. However, there are further complications. Early in the
transmission of these texts to Tibet, as seen in the early ninth-century
Denkarma text inventory,  as well as in the list compiled by Butön prior to
the appearance of the first Kangyurs, the Tibetan titles of the two texts seem
to have been switched by comparison with the Chinese: the text with the
Tibetan title mngal du ’jug pa, “Entry into the Womb,” is a translation of the
Chinese text (Taishō 310 [13]) with the title Chutai hui 處胎會 , “Scripture on
Dwelling in the Womb.” The text with the Tibetan title mngal du gnas pa,
“Dwelling in the Womb,” is a translation of the Chinese text (Taishō 310 [14])
with the title Rutai jing ⼊胎經 , “Sūtra on Entry into the Womb.” The
Denkarma and Butön, whose lists of Ratnakūṭa texts both follow the order of
the Chinese Ratnakūṭa closely in other respects, both differ from it in listing
the longer of these texts before the shorter.  Presumably as a result of these
early lists, some Kangyurs, including the Degé, also include the two texts in
the Ratnakūṭa in the same reverse order, calling mngal du ’jug pa (Toh 58),
which is Chapter Thirteen in the Chinese Ratnakūṭa, “Chapter Fourteen,”
and mngal du gnas pa (Toh 57), which is Chapter Fourteen in the Chinese
Ratnakūṭa, “Chapter Thirteen.”  To avoid confusion, I hereafter refer to
these two translations as Toh 57 and Toh 58. Furthermore, in both the title
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and the body of Chutai hui, the interlocutor is called Ānanda. In Toh 58, he is
always Nanda. There are some differences between Toh 58 and Chutai hui
and between Toh 57 and Rutai jing that suggest that the Tibetan translators
had Tibetan translations of other versions of the sūtra or access to Sanskrit
manuscripts.  However, the two Tibetan translations generally agree with
the Chinese translations on which they were based.

This is the first English translation of Toh 58. In translating it, I have relied
mainly on the Degé block print, while occasionally referring to other
Kangyurs as well as to Chutai hui and Toh 57.

TRANSLATIONS OF THE GARBHĀVAKRĀNTI SŪTRA

Short versions
Title: Baotai jing 胞胎經, Taishō 317
Translator: Dharmarakṣa (Zhu Fahu 竺法護)
Date: 281 or 303

Title: Chutai hui 處胎會 (Full title: Fo wei Anan shuo chutai hui 佛爲阿難説
處胎會) (Ratnakūṭasūtra, Taishō 310 [13])
Translator: Bodhiruci (Putiliuzhi 菩提流志)
Date: 703–13

Title: mngal du ’jug pa (Full title: tshe dang ldan pa dga’ bo la mngal du
’jug pa bstan pa) (Translation of Chutai hui), Toh 58 (dkon brtsegs, ga)
Translator: Chödrup (chos grub) (Facheng 法成)
Date: ninth cent.

Long versions
Title: Rutai jing (Full title: Foshuo ru taizang hui 佛説入胎藏會)
(Ratnakūṭasūtra, Taishō 310 [14], originally translated in Mūla -
sarvāstivāda vinaya Kṣudraka vastu [Taishō 1451: 251a14–262a19], from
which it was extracted and introduced into the Ratnakūṭa as a separate
chapter)
Translator: Yijing 義淨
Date: 710

Title: mngal na gnas pa (Full title: dga’ bo la mngal na gnas pa bstan pa)
(Translation of Rutai jing), Toh 57 (dkon brtsegs, ga)
Translator: Unknown (perhaps Chödrup) Ueyama 1967, p. 178.
Date: ninth cent.

Title: mngal du ’jug pa zhes bya ba’i chos kyi rnam grangs (found in the
Tibetan Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya Kṣudraka vastu), Toh 6 (’dul ba, tha)
Translator: Vidyākaraprabha, Dharmaśrībhadra, and Paljor (dpal ’byor)
Date: ninth cent.
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The Translation

The Noble Great Vehicle Sūtra

The Teaching to Venerable Nanda on Entry into the
Womb



The Teaching to Venerable Nanda on Entry into
the Womb

[F.237.a] [B1]

Homage to all the buddhas and bodhisattvas.

Thus did I hear at one time. The Bhagavān was staying at the Jetavana
pleasure grove of Anāthapiṇḍada in Śrāvastī. Now at that time, Venerable
Nanda arose from his afternoon meditation and went to where the Buddha
was seated together with five hundred monks. Having paid respect with
palms joined and having worshiped at the Bhagavān’s feet, Nanda sat to one
side. Then the Bhagavān spoke to Venerable Nanda and the monks: “I have
a teaching that is virtuous at the beginning, virtuous in the middle, virtuous
at the end, excellent in meaning, unadulterated, perfect, pure, pristine, and
conducive to being chaste, namely, the Dharma teaching called Entry into the
Womb. Listen well and remember it. I will explain it and teach it to you.”

Venerable Nanda replied to the Bhagavān, saying, “I wish to hear what
the Bhagavān says,” after which the Bhagavān addressed Venerable Nanda
as follows:

“Nanda, when sentient beings wish to enter a womb, if the causes and
conditions are complete, they will receive bodies; but if the causes and
conditions are not complete, they will not receive bodies.

“What does lacking conditions mean here? It means that the mother and
father both have a lustful thought; the antarābhava  appears and desires the
particular place of birth, but the coming together [F.237.b] of the father and
mother does not occur at the same time as that, whether early or late. Or if
the parents have various physical illnesses, there will not be entry into the
womb. If the mother’s womb is overwhelmed by wind, bile, phlegm, or
blood; if its space is filled with flesh; if it is filled with medicine; if its center is
like barley; if it is like an ant’s waist; if it is like a camel’s mouth; if it is
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triangular like the hitch of a cart; if it is like the axle of a cart; if it is like the
opening of the hub of a cart; if it is like a leaf; if it is crookedly twisted like
cane wood; if the inside of the womb seems as though barley awn has grown
there; if semen and blood leak out in large amounts and do not stay there for
even an instant; if they leak downward; if the path of the womb is rough; if it
is wide at the top; if it is wide at the bottom; if it is crooked or not deep
enough; if it bursts open and leaks; if it is high or low, or short and narrow;
or if the mother has various illnesses, there will not be entry into the womb.
If the parents’ lineage is noble and they have great merit, while the
antarābhava has little merit; or if the antarābhava’s lineage is noble and it
has great merit, while the parents have little merit; or if both the parents and
the antarābhava have merit but have not accumulated the karma to come
together, there will not be entry into the womb.

“This being so, when the antarābhava is about to enter the womb, at first
two erroneous thoughts will arise. What are the two? When the two parents
come together, if the new being will be male, the antarābhava experiences
desire for the mother and experiences hatred of the father. And when the
father’s fluid is discharged, the antarābhava thinks, ‘This is my fluid.’ If the
new being will be female, the antarābhava experiences desire for the father
and experiences hatred of the mother. And when the mother’s [F.238.a] fluid
is discharged, the antarābhava thinks, ‘This is my fluid.’ But if such thoughts
of desire and hatred do not arise, there will not be entry into the womb.

“Furthermore, Nanda, how will there be entry into the mother’s womb? If the
parents’ thoughts of desire arise, the mother’s fertile period is in order, the
antarābhava is present, the many previously mentioned problems are absent,
and the karmic conditions are complete, there will be entry into the womb.
There are two types of antarābhava who wish to enter the womb. What are
the two? One lacking merit and one having great merit. As for the one
lacking merit, an idea arises, and when the antarābhava sees the place where
it is headed, it thinks in this way: ‘Now I have encountered wind and cold
and darkness and rain, the noise of many people, and many powerful harm-
doers.’ Terrified and panic stricken, it thinks, ‘Now I will enter a grass hut,’
or ‘I will enter a leaf hut,’ or ‘I will enter a hidden place at the bottom of a
wall.’ Or it thinks, ‘I will enter a mountain or a thick forest,’ or ‘I will enter a
cave.’ Having given rise to various other notions, in accordance with what it
has seen, it will enter its mother’s womb.

As for the one with great merit, it too thinks in this way: ‘Now I have
encountered wind and cold and darkness and rain, the noise of many
people, and many powerful harm-doers.’ Terrified and panic stricken, it
thinks, ‘I will ascend to the top of a multistoried mansion,’ or ‘I will ascend to
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the top of a high roof,’ or it thinks, ‘I will enter a celestial palace,’ or ‘I will sit
on the throne.’ Having given rise to various other notions, in accordance
with what it has seen, it will enter its mother’s womb.”

The Bhagavān continued, “Nanda, in this way, the antarābhava, when it first
enters the womb, [F.238.b] is called the kalala. Although a being obtains a
body relying on the impurity of the father and mother and past karma, the
body is not produced by that karma and the conditions of the father and
mother individually; rather, it is obtained due to the power of their coming
together.

“Just as curdled milk filling a pot becomes butter due to the conditions of
human effort, a rope, and so forth, but the butter is not observed within those
conditions, the butter only coming to be due to the power of a combination
of these things, the same is true of the body of the kalala. Its body is
produced in the womb due to the power of causes and conditions.

“Nanda, as an analogy, when worms arise variously relying on green
grass or cow dung or jujubes or curdled milk, worms are not observed within
each of these individually. Rather, the worms arise due to the power of
causes and conditions. When worms arise, they become green, or yellow, or
red, or white in color, according to what they respectively rely on. Similarly,
when this body arises due to the impurities of the father and mother, if one
searches for it within the conditions, it will not be observed; but if the power
of the coming together of the conditions is not obtained, a body will not be
properly obtained.

“When this body arises, its nature is not different from the four great
elements of the father and mother. That is, the earth element acts for
firmness. The water element acts for moisture. The fire element acts for heat.
The wind element acts for lightness and movement. If those kalala bodies
had only the earth element but did not have the water element, they would
be unable to cohere, just as dry flour or ashes are unable to be grasped. If
they had only the water element but did not have the earth element, they
would spill out and disperse, just as oil and water have no firmness, since
their nature is slippery and moist. If they had only the earth and water
elements but did not have the fire element, they would become rotten and
[F.239.a] putrid, just like a piece of meat that is put in the shade during the
summer heat and is not struck by the sun’s rays. If they had only the earth,
water, and fire elements but no wind element, they would not grow.

“As an analogy, a confectioner or his skilled apprentice fries pastries,
blows with his breath, and, doing whatever needs to be done, makes their
interiors hollow. If there is no force of wind, they will not be finished.
Similarly, since the four great elements are established together, depending
on and holding together one another, the body of the kalala will be born due
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to the four great elements of the father and mother and the wind of karma. In
the same way, it should be understood that the body of the kalala is not
observed in the many individual conditions but is properly obtained due to
the power of a combination of conditions.

“Furthermore, Nanda, as an analogy, a pure new seed is well hidden, and
it is not eaten by insects. Not rotting, it is not burned or cracked, and it does
not have any holes. Someone finds a good field, namely, a fertile field, and
plants the seed. In one day, do a sprout, stalk, branch, leaf with its shade,
flower, and fruit grow and become complete?”

“Bhagavān, that is not the case.”
The Bhagavān continued, “Nanda, the body of the kalala similarly grows

gradually due to causes and conditions; the sense faculties are not complete
all at once. Therefore, if one searches for this body that arises from the father
and mother among these conditions, it will not be found. However, one
should know that rebirth will occur due to the force of the combination of
causes and conditions.

“Furthermore, Nanda, as an analogy, a clear-eyed person takes a fire-
crystal jewel and places it in the sun. Since some dried dung is placed not far
from the jewel, a fire will start. The dried dung and the rays of the sun
separately cannot start a fire, but the force of causes and conditions not
separated from one another starts the fire. The body that arises from the
father and mother is also [F.239.b] like this. Accordingly, the body of the
kalala is called rūpa. Vedanā, saṃjñā, saṃskāra, and vijñāna are called nāma.

“The moment the five skandhas of nāma and rūpa are reborn, suffering is
experienced. If I do not praise this moment, how could I even consider
praising a circling among existences over a long period of time? If even a
little filth stinks, how much more so a lot of filth? Therefore, who would
desire and be attached to the five upādānaskandhas of the body of the
kalala?

“Furthermore, Nanda, this body spends thirty-eight weeks in the mother’s
womb before it emerges. In the first week, the being in the womb is called
kalala. The features of its body begin to appear for the first time. Resembling
uncongealed yogurt, it is cooked inside for seven days. After it is well
cooked, the four great elements form gradually.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the second week, a karmic
wind, all-uniting, comes into existence. This very subtle wind blows on the
left and right sides of the mother’s torso and gradually causes features of the
body of the kalala to appear, its form like thick curds or coagulated butter. It
cooks inside the womb, and when it is well cooked, it becomes the body of
the arbuda. Thus, the four great elements form gradually.
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“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the third week, again a
karmic wind, treasury opening,  comes into existence. Due to the force of this
wind, the arbuda gradually hardens and becomes a peśī. Its form is short and
small, like a pestle for grinding medicine. It cooks inside the womb, and
when it is well cooked, the four great elements in this way grow gradually.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the fourth week, again a
karmic wind, internal differentiation,  comes into existence. Due to the force of
this wind, [F.240.a] the peśī becomes solid, its form like a grinding stone.  It
cooks inside the womb, and when it is well cooked, the four great elements
gradually grow.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the fifth week, again a karmic
wind, gathering together, comes into existence. The force of this wind, by
making the hardened embryo begin to develop legs and arms, divides the
ghana  and gives rise to signs of the two thighs, two shoulders, and head.
Just as when rain falls in the rainy season of summer and produces branches
and leaves on trees, in the same way, the force of karmic wind causes the
signs of the body to appear.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the sixth week, again a
karmic wind, food, comes into existence. The force of this wind gives rise to
four signs. What are the four? The four types of signs are the signs of the two
forearms and the two shanks.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the seventh week, again a
karmic wind, twister, comes into existence. The force of this wind gives rise to
four types of signs, namely, the signs of the two palms of the hands and two
soles of the feet. These signs are very soft, like a mass of bubbles.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the eighth week, again a
karmic wind, reversing and turning, comes into existence. The force of this
wind gives rise to twenty signs, namely, the signs of the twenty digits of the
hands and feet. As for this, just as rain falling in the rainy season of summer
makes the branches and leaves on the trees gradually grow and increase, in
the same way, the force of karmic wind causes the signs of the body to
appear.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the ninth week, again a
karmic wind, separating, comes into existence. [F.240.b] The force of this wind
gives rise to nine types of signs. What are the nine? The signs of the two
eyes, the two ears, the two nostrils, the mouth, and the places of excrement
and urine are the nine types of signs.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the tenth week, again a
karmic wind, making firm, comes into existence. The force of this wind makes
the being in the womb firm and stable. Also at that time, a wind called
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universal door arises. By blowing on the body of the being in the womb, it
causes the body to expand and fill, like a full leather bag.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the eleventh week, again a
karmic wind, adamantine, comes into existence. The force of this wind,
moving up and down in the being in the womb, causes holes to come forth
in the body. The force of this wind makes the mother sometimes happy,
sometimes unhappy. Her nature changes when she walks, stands, sits, and
sleeps; she moves her legs and arms, and the holes in the being in the womb
gradually grow and increase; and black blood comes out of its mouth. Filthy
water also comes out of its nose. The wind turns away from the faculties and
then is pacified.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twelfth week, again a
karmic wind, crooked opening, comes into existence. The force of this wind
produces the large and small intestines within the left and right sides of the
body. They wind around eighteen times and adhere to the body in the same
way that very fine lotus roots or taut strings are attached to the earth. Also at
that time, a wind called fastened hair arises. Due to the force of this wind, one
hundred twenty joints and one hundred one vital points are established in
the body.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirteenth week, again a
karmic wind, making hungry and thirsty, comes into existence. [F.241.a] The
force of this wind weakens the body of the fetus and causes sensations of
hunger and thirst to arise. It causes the fetus to receive, through the navel
and vital points of its body, all the nutritional essence of what its mother eats
and drinks, and to benefit from it.”

Then the Bhagavān spoke in verse:

“As for the child, when it is living in its mother’s womb,
The mother benefits the fetus.
Therefore, its body and life are well established.
Gradually, it grows and increases.
What the mother eats and drinks
Benefits the fetus.
Gradually, it grows and increases.”

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the fourteenth week, again a
karmic wind, thread opening, comes into existence. The force of this wind
produces nine hundred ligaments and pulls together and covers the front
and back and left and right sides of the body.
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“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the fifteenth week, again a
karmic wind, lotus, comes into existence. The force of this wind produces
twenty channels, and when the nutritional essence from food and drink
enters these channels, it benefits the body. What are the twenty? The front
and back and right and left sides of the body have five channels each. These
channels also have forty small branch channels each. Those channels have
another one hundred branch channels each. The front of the body has
twenty thousand channels called companion.  The back of the body has
twenty thousand channels called strength. The left side of the body has
twenty thousand channels called firmness. The right side of the body has
twenty thousand channels called powerful. Therefore, eighty thousand large
and small branch channels are produced in the body. These channels also
have various colors, namely, blue, yellow, red, and white, along with the
colors of butter, yogurt, and oil. Furthermore, the eighty thousand each have
roots. Each root has various openings, from one or two openings up to seven
openings, and each is connected to the pore of a bodily hair, [F.241.b] just as
a lotus root has many openings.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the sixteenth week, again a
karmic wind, nectar, comes into existence. The force of this wind opens the
nine orifices of its eyes, ears, nose, mouth, throat, and the area around the
heart in its chest. It makes the breath move in and out and up and down
without obstruction, and it makes whatever food and drink is eaten and
drunk benefit the body, properly enter the place where it accumulates, and
come out below. Just as a potter or a potter’s skilled apprentice, having
carefully prepared the clay, places it atop a wheel and, turning it up and
down, succeeds in rendering it into the form of a pot, this too is the same: the
forces of the wind and good and bad karma gradually complete the eyes and
ears and so forth.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the seventeenth week, again
a karmic wind, yak face, comes into existence. The force of this wind clarifies
its two eyes and causes the ear and nose faculties, and so forth, gradually to
become fully mature. Just as one takes fine dirt, oil, or ashes and wipes a
mirror that is covered with dust, and it becomes clear, it should be known
that, in the same way, the force of this karmic wind blows on the eyes and so
forth and makes them completely clear.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the eighteenth week, again a
karmic wind, becoming firm, comes into existence. The force of this wind
causes its faculties gradually to become fully mature, clear, and purified. Just
as when the orbs of the sun and moon are covered, obscured by clouds and
mist, and suddenly a harsh wind arises and blows on them, scattering them
in the [F.242.a] four directions and making the orbs of the sun and moon
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totally clear, it should be known that, in the same way, the force of this
karmic wind, by blowing on the faculties, makes them totally clear and
purified.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the nineteenth week, the
force of a karmic wind  again makes the four faculties, namely, the eyes,
ears, nose, and tongue, fully mature. At the time when the being first entered
the womb, it possessed three faculties, namely, the body faculty, the life
faculty, and the mind faculty. Thus, the faculties are now completed.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twentieth week, again a
karmic wind, very solid, comes into existence. The force of this wind makes
various bones arise in its body. It produces twenty bones in the left leg, and
it produces twenty bones in the right leg. Furthermore, it produces four heel
bones, two calf bones, two kneecaps, two thigh bones, three bones each of
the waist and hips,  eighteen bones of the spine, twenty-four ribs, thirty
chest bones,  twenty bones of each hand, four forearm bones, two shoulder
bones, two jawbones, four bones of the head, and thirty-two tooth-root
bones. To give an analogy, a sculptor or a sculptor’s skilled apprentice,
having first taken some hard wood and then bound it with cord, makes
shapes; and even though at that time he has not yet applied clay,
nevertheless, it is called a skeleton sign. The time when the force of the karmic
wind produces bones is like this. Therefore, one should know that in those
seven days, leaving out the small bones, the large bones number two
hundred.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-first week, again a
karmic [F.242.b] wind, proper production, comes into existence. The force of
this wind produces the flesh of the body of the being in the womb. One
should know that, just as a plasterer or a plasterer’s apprentice, having
cleansed clay, plasters walls, in the same way, the force of this karmic wind
produces the flesh of its body.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-second week,
again a karmic wind, completely victorious, comes into existence. The force of
this wind produces the blood of its body.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-third week, again
a karmic wind, hold cleanly, comes into existence. The force of this wind
produces the skin of its body.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-fourth week,
again a karmic wind, holding clouds, comes into existence. The force of this
wind stretches out the skin  of its body and gives it color.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-fifth week, again a
karmic wind, holding the city, comes into existence. The force of this wind
makes the flesh and blood of the body of the being in the womb increase and
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gradually purifies it.
“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-sixth week, again

a karmic wind, completion of birth, comes into existence. The force of this wind
produces its hair, bodily hair, and nails, and connects them each individually
to the channels.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-seventh week,
again a karmic wind, crooked medicine, comes into existence. It is said that, due
to the force of this wind, the characteristics of its body gradually come into
existence.

“If, in a former life, it engaged in bad and nonvirtuous actions —for
example, not being charitable due to being stingy with and greedy for
goods, and not listening to the teachings of spiritual masters, such as
parents, teachers, and gurus [F.243.a] —due to the force of those actions, it
will obtain an undesirable body of one sort or another. If long and heavy,
fleshy and white, and supple bodies are considered attractive, it will obtain a
body that is short and thin, skinny and black, and hard. If short and thin,
skinny and black, and hard bodies are considered attractive, it will obtain a
body that is long and heavy, fleshy and white, and very supple. If bodily
parts are considered attractive because they are high, low, many, few, dense,
or thin, it will not obtain a body that has high, low, many, few, dense, or thin
bodily parts. Moreover, it will be deaf, blind, or dumb, move by crawling on
its hands and feet, have impaired faculties, or have speech that others do not
wish to listen to; or it will obtain an ugly body, like a preta. Since it obtains an
undesirable body of one sort or another due to its bad and nonvirtuous
actions, not even its relatives and friends, to say nothing of other people,
wish to see it.

“If, in a former life, it engaged in the ten virtuous actions —for example,
being charitable and not being greedy or deceitful, and adopting with great
conviction the teachings of spiritual masters, such as parents, teachers, and
gurus —due to those causes and conditions, if it obtains a human body, it
will not obtain a body that has come into existence as a result of the bad and
nonvirtuous actions explained above. Instead, by obtaining a body endowed
with various types of auspiciousness, and having good qualities and an
attractive countenance, it will be worthy of everyone’s wish to listen to
whatever it says. It should thus be understood that, due to the force of
virtuous actions, the being in the womb will obtain the most excellent result.

“Nanda, the body of this sort,  if it is male, [F.243.b] squats on the right
side of the mother’s womb and, covering its face with both hands, faces the
mother’s spine. If it is female, it squats on the left side of the mother’s ribs
and, covering its face with both hands, faces the mother’s belly. It cooks
beneath the stomach and above the intestines. Boiling, it is bound in five
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places, as if it were in a straw  bag. If its mother eats too much or eats too
little, or if she eats food that is too sweet, or too dry, or too astringent, or too
oily, or too salty, or too bitter, or too sour, or too cold, or too hot, or,
furthermore, if she engages in sexual activities, or moves violently, or jumps,
or sleeps too long, or sits too long, the being in the womb will experience
suffering. Therefore it should be understood that, at the time of living in the
mother’s womb, the fetus is tormented by many types of suffering such as
those. If the suffering of one who becomes human that I have briefly
explained is like that, what need is there to mention the suffering of beings
born in hell, which is difficult to compare to anything? What wise person
would yearn for such a body in the ocean of saṃsāra?

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-eighth week,
eight mistaken perceptions will arise. What are the eight? They are these
eight perceptions: the perception of a vehicle, the perception of a penthouse,
the perception of a couch, the perception of a spring, the perception of a
pond, the perception of a river, the perception of a pleasure garden, and the
perception of a grove. These are the eight perceptions.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the twenty-ninth week, again
a karmic wind, flower garland, comes into existence. The force of this wind
makes the complexion of the being in the womb excellent and makes its
[F.244.a] features very clear. Because all beings have engaged in different
types of action in the past, they will accordingly have various types of
complexion. Some will be white, some will be black, some will be neither
white nor black, some will be blue, some will be rough and dry, and some
will be smooth. They will have complexion characteristics of these sorts.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirtieth week, again a
karmic wind, iron aperture, comes into existence. The force of this wind
increases the hair, bodily hair, and nails, and it clarifies white and black
complexions. These features will appear due to karmic conditions.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirty-first week through
the thirty-fifth week, the features of the body will grow, and the parts of the
body will gradually become enlarged and complete.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirty-sixth week, it gives
rise to a thought of emerging from the womb and becomes very unhappy.

“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirty-seventh week, five
unmistaken perceptions will arise. What are the five? They are a perception
of dirtiness, the perception of a foul smell, the perception of a prison, the
perception of darkness, and the perception of emerging due to great
weariness. The being in the womb gives rise to these sorts of thoughts of
great weariness.
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“While the being in the mother’s womb is in the thirty-eighth week, again
a karmic wind, seized conditions,  comes into existence. The force of this wind
makes it turn over. Furthermore, a wind called facing down arises. The being
in the womb, upside down, extends its two arms and gradually wishes to
emerge from the womb. [F.244.b] If the being in the womb accumulated
karma in previous lives that would result in its dying in the womb, it will be
unable to turn over because its arms and legs become intertwined, and it will
die in its mother’s womb on account of its sinful, nonvirtuous karma. And at
that time, the mother, too, will experience great suffering or die. If, in
previous lives, it engaged in virtuous actions and accumulated the causes
that would result in a long life, when birth is imminent, both mother and
child will be very happy and will not have such suffering that results from
sinful, nonvirtuous karma. When thirty-eight weeks have passed and the
being in the womb desires to emerge, it will experience various sufferings
when it first emerges. Therefore, it should be understood that receiving this
body is great suffering.

“When the infant first emerges from the womb —whether it is a son or a
daughter, as soon as it falls to the ground, whether it is taken in the hands,
or received in a cloth, or placed on a couch, or placed in a house, or placed on
the ground, or placed in the open, or placed in the sun, in winter or
summer —when the newborn body is touched by a cold or hot wind, it will
experience great suffering. The pain experienced by the infant due to being
washed with hot water when it first emerges from the womb is just like that
of an ox, skinned alive, that brushes against a wall or, falling on the bare
ground, is eaten by insects. Alternatively, it is like that of a man who is eaten
by mosquitoes or is beaten with a whip. After being born, the infant
gradually grows larger and is nourished by milk mixed with blood that
comes from the mother’s body. I have previously taught this at length in
other sūtras. Thus, since this body is filthy and is formed from much
suffering, what wise person would desire this sort of body in saṃsāra?

“Furthermore, Nanda, [F.245.a] a week after the infant emerges from the
womb, eighty thousand types of worm arise in the body and feed on it. There
are two types of worm called hair eater that live in and feed on the hair. Two
types of worm live in and feed on the eyes. There are four types of worm,
saddle horse,  having a palate,  provoking illness, and completion, that live in and
feed on the brains. There is a type of worm, black rice, that lives in and feeds
on the ears. There is a type of worm, treasury opening, that lives in and feeds
on the nose. There are two types of worm, throwing and throwing everywhere,
that live in and feed on the lips. There is a type of worm, needle lips,  that
lives in and feeds on the tongue. There is a type of worm, sharp mouth, that
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lives in and feeds on the root of the tongue. There is a type of worm, perfect
arm, that lives in and feeds on the palate. There are two types of worm,
webbed hand  and half bent, that live in and feed on the palms of the hands.
There are two types of worm, upper arm and lower arm, that live in and feed on
the arms. There are two types of worm, having iron and having near-iron, that
live in and feed on the throat. There are two types of worm, thunderbolt and
great thunderbolt, that live in and feed on the heart. There are two types of
worm, weak and weak mouth, that live in and feed on the flesh. There are two
types of worm, colorful and renowned, that live in and drink the blood. There
are two types of worm, hero and fragrance face, that live in and feed on the
ligaments. There are two types of worm, low and upside down, that live in and
feed on the spine. There is a type of worm, fat color, [F.245.b] that lives in and
feeds on the fat. There is a type of worm, bile color, that lives in and feeds on
the bile. There is a type of worm, pearl, that lives in and feeds on the liver.
There is a type of worm, reed, that lives in and feeds on the spleen. There are
five hundred types of worm that live in and feed on the left side: one
hundred types called moon; one hundred types called moon face; one hundred
types called moonlight; one hundred types called moonlight face; and one
hundred types called vast. Furthermore, there are another five hundred types
of worm, with names agreeing with those above, that live in and feed on the
right side. There are four types of worm, slightly piercing, greatly piercing, bone
piercing, and bone face, that live in and feed on the bones. There are four types
of worm, greatly white, slightly white, smell power, and tiger path, that live in and
feed on the tendons. There are four types of worm, determined mind, lion
power, rabbit belly, and clinging to desire, that live in and feed on the stomach.
There are two types of worm, hero and lord of heroes, that live in and feed on
the intestines. There are four types of worm, mouth,  net mouth, mass mouth,
and little bird mouth, that live in and feed on the urethra. There are four types
of worm, action, big action, dust, and small bundle,  that live in and feed on the
anus. There are two types of worm, black face and scary face, that live in and
feed on the thighs. There are two types of worm, leprous and slightly leprous,
[F.246.a] that live in and feed on the knees. There is a type of worm, root of
madness, that lives in and feeds on the lower legs. There is a type of worm,
black head, that lives in and feeds on the feet.

“Nanda, I have now instructed you briefly about the eighty thousand
types of worm that inhabit this body, feeding on it day and night and
making it physically weak and badly complexioned, along with the various
types of suffering from illnesses, which gather in this body and also torment,
strongly torment, and completely torment a person’s mind —so that even if
there were a skillful doctor, he would be confused, not knowing how to treat
these illnesses with any medicine. What wise person would desire this sort
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of body in the ocean of saṃsāra?

“Furthermore, Nanda, from the time it is born until it is fully grown, this
body is sustained by clothing and food, and it becomes fully developed. Its
lifespan can be one hundred years, or it can be shorter than that. Those one
hundred years will add up to three hundred seasons, namely spring,
summer, and winter. Spring is the hot season. Summer is the rainy season.
Winter is the cold season. The three seasons have four months each, so there
are twelve months in one year, and twelve hundred months in one hundred
years; and if we differentiate the white face of the waxing moon and the dark
face of the waning moon, there are twenty-four hundred fortnights.
Therefore, there are thirty-six thousand days.

“In one day, a person eats twice; so, as for food, he will eat seventy-two
thousand times, and occasional missed meals are included in that number.
As for those missed meals, they are missed due to causes and conditions
including illness, drunkenness, intentional fasting, sleeping, playing
around, being engaged in other matters, and drinking mother’s milk. Since
this sort of body, even if it can live for a hundred years, will finally [F.246.b]
be destroyed, what wise person would desire this sort of body in this ocean
of saṃsāra?

“Furthermore, Nanda, there are two types of suffering with regard to taking
this body. What are the two? The many illnesses that are contained in the
body are called internal suffering. Harm caused by humans and nonhumans is
called external suffering.

“With respect to this, which conditions are called the many illnesses that are
contained in the body? Namely, maladies of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, throat,
teeth, chest, belly, arms, and legs, as well as wind illness, mucous illness,
insanity, consumption,  shortness of breath, lung disease, roughness of the
urethra, itching, leprosy, swellings, thorbu,  abscesses, pustules, and
elephantiasis, and various other types of illness are contained in the body.

“Furthermore, the above diseases can be divided into 101 bile diseases,
101 wind diseases, 101 phlegm diseases, and 101 diseases that arise from a
combination of wind, bile, and phlegm. Thus, the 404 diseases that afflict the
body are called internal suffering.

“Furthermore, external suffering damages the body. Namely, the body is
afflicted by various types of suffering, for example, being thrown into a
narrow prison, being beaten with whips, being fettered, and being bound;
having an ear cut off or the nose cut off, having an arm or a leg severed, or
being beheaded; or, unprotected by the gods, being harmed by hateful,
inhuman demonic beings, or yakṣas, or rākṣasas; or being devoured by
vicious insects such as bees, mosquitoes, and biting flies; or encountering
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cold, heat, hunger, thirst, wind, or rain. If the suffering of humans [F.247.a] is
like this, how much more so must be the suffering of lower beings? It is very
difficult to express.

“Therefore, it should be known that all these sorts of karmic retribution are
experienced due to the force of having engaged in sinful, nonvirtuous
actions in a previous life. If someone —for the sake of protection from harm
by weapons —builds a citadel, surrounds it with a moat, and tries to protect
this body, nevertheless, wind, rain, bees, mosquitoes, biting flies, and so
forth will come to his house and harm him, and the 404 diseases will cause
internal and external afflictions. If one seeks life’s necessities —such as food,
drink, bedding, medicines for illness, fields, pleasure gardens, houses, the
seven great precious things such as gold and silver, male slaves, female
slaves, and carriages and horses —and if these do not suit one’s fancy, they
cause suffering. And if one obtains wealth and possessions, one is thrifty
due to stinginess and always protects them; and if one loses them by
wasting them, great suffering is produced.

“Nanda, in brief, as for this body consisting of the five upādānaskandhas,
there are no activities of moving, standing, sitting, or lying down that are not
suffering. If one walks for a long time without even a moment’s rest,
suffering will arise. Standing, sitting, and lying down, if done for a long time,
will all be suffering. If, after walking for a long time, there is a moment’s rest,
even though a notion of pleasure is produced, this is not really pleasure. If,
after standing for a long time, one sits for a moment, or if, after sitting for a
long time, one lies down for a moment, a false notion of pleasure is
produced; however, since this is not really pleasure, [F.247.b] this body
consisting of the five upādānaskandhas should therefore be known to be
wholly suffering.

“People who —for their own sake, for the sake of another, or for the sake of
both self and other —become weary with such suffering and leave home to
go forth into homelessness, if they train correctly, will not fall short of the
reality of the liberation of nirvāṇa. And people who serve them by giving
clothes, bedding, medicines for illness, and requisites for living will also
obtain, as karmic ripening, great power and renown.”

The Bhagavān said, “Nanda, what do you think of this? Is rūpa
permanent? Or is it impermanent?”

Venerable Nanda replied to the Bhagavān, “Bhagavān, rūpa is
impermanent.”

The Bhagavān said, “If it is impermanent, is it suffering? Or is it not
suffering?”

Nanda replied, “Rūpa is suffering.”
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The Bhagavān said, “If what is impermanent and suffering is subject to
destruction, and if very learned noble śrāvakas hear this sort of teaching,
would they, understanding that the body consists of these sorts of rūpa,
hold on to the notions of I and mine?”

“Bhagavān, indeed not. In rūpa, there is no such thing as I; there is no
such thing as mine.”

“Furthermore, Nanda, what do you think of this? Are vedanā, saṃjñā,
saṃskāra, and vijñāna permanent? Or are they impermanent?”

Venerable Nanda replied to the Bhagavān, “Bhagavān, they are all
impermanent.”

The Bhagavān said, “If they are impermanent, are they suffering? Or are
they not suffering?” [F.248.a]

Venerable Nanda replied, “Those four skandhas of this sort are called
suffering.”

The Bhagavān said, “If what is impermanent and suffering is subject to
destruction, and if very learned noble śrāvakas hear this sort of teaching,
would they hold on to the notion that these four skandhas in this body are I
and mine?”

“Bhagavān, indeed not. In the four skandhas, there is no such thing as I;
there is no such thing as mine.”

“Furthermore, Nanda, since that sort of I does not exist in the past,
present, or future, or internally or externally, and is not coarse or fine, or
good or bad, or close or far, none of those things is I or mine. Therefore,
Nanda, in this way, too, analyzing with correct knowledge, one should know
that things lack a self. Any very learned noble śrāvaka, having analyzed in
this way, when he generates weariness,  will be liberated and will obtain
final, complete nirvāṇa. When he has thus trained correctly and actualized
this Dharma,  he will have exhausted everything pertaining to birth; and
having practiced the celibate life and having done what was to be done, he
will not take up a subsequent birth.”

After the Bhagavān spoke this Dharma discourse, Nanda, freed from dust
and defilement, obtained the pure Dharma eye. The five hundred monks,
detached from phenomena, their defilements extinguished, had their minds
liberated. After the Bhagavān spoke, the many in attendance praised what
the Bhagavān had said.

This concludes The Teaching to Venerable Nanda on Entry into the Womb, the
fourteenth of the one hundred thousand sections of the Dharma discourse known as The
Noble Great Heap of Jewels.
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Appendix

OUTLINE OF THE GARBHĀVAKRĀNTISŪTRA

I. Introduction
II. Conception

A. Conditions for entering the womb
B. How a woman fails to conceive
C. How the being enters the womb

III. The composition of the embryo
A. The composition of the embryo: neither the same as nor different from
the semen and blood
B. Simile of butter and curdled milk
C. Simile of grass, cow dung, jujubes, and curdled milk and worms
D. The functions of the great elements in the embryo and the
undesirable consequences of their absence
E. Simile of a sweet heated and blown into a shape like a lotus root
F. Simile of seeds
G. Simile of setting dung on fire with a crystal

IV. Gestation
A. The essential nature of birth is suffering
B. The thirty-eight weeks of gestation

V. The newborn being
A. The sufferings of the newborn being
B. The 80,000 worms and the damage they do to health

VI. The course of life and its sufferings
A. The number of seasons, months, fortnights, and days in a lifetime
B. The number of meals eaten in a lifetime
C. Two types of suffering

1. Internal diseases
2. External suffering

D. The basis of suffering and the impossibility of experiencing pleasure

ap.

ap. 1



VII. The benefits of practice for oneself and others
VIII. Conclusion
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NOTES

See the appendix for an outline of the various sections of this sūtra.

See Dharmachakra Translation Committee, trans., The Application of
Mindfulness of the Sacred Dharma
(https://read.84000.co/translation/toh287.html#UT22084-068-021-7983) (Toh 287),
5.38 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh287.html#UT22084-068-021-7983)
et seq. See also Kritzer forthcoming.

See Dharmachakra Translation Committee, trans., The Sections of Dharma
(https://read.84000.co/translation/toh245.html#UT22084-066-003-61) (Toh 245),
1.26 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh245.html#UT22084-066-003-61) et
seq.

See Padmakara Translation Group, trans., The Transcendent Perfection of Wisdom
in Ten Thousand Lines (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-
002-2535) (Toh 11), 31.20
(https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2535).

See Dharmachakra Translation Committee, trans., The Play in Full
(https://read.84000.co/translation/toh95.html#UT22084-046-001-1606) (Toh 95),
21.159 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh95.html#UT22084-046-001-
1606).

See Dharmachakra Translation Committee, trans., The Inquiry of Lokadhara
(https://read.84000.co/translation/toh174.html#UT22084-060-003-221) (Toh 174),
6.4 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh174.html#UT22084-060-003-221).

See Garrett 2008.

Kritzer 2013.
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See Denkarma, folio 296.a and Herrmann-Pfandt, pp. 24–25. The other early
inventory, the Phangthangma, is less informative as it neither lists these two
texts as part of the Ratnakūṭa, nor distinguishes them by length; see
Phangthangma, p. 48.

See Butön, folio 147.a. Chomden Rikpai Raltri’s dkar chag (q.v. folio 9.a) has
the titles in the same order as the Chinese but gives them the equal length of
two bam po.

In addition to the Degé, the Kangyurs in which the two texts are ordered in
this way are the Cone, Lithang, and Urga Kangyurs, but in the Qianlong,
Narthang, Lhasa, and Stok Palace Kangyurs, as well as in the Mongolian
Kangyur, the order reflects that of the Chinese Ratnakūṭa.

Kritzer 2012.

Chutai hui has been translated into modern Japanese in the Kokuyaku issaikyō
series (Hōshaku bu 3, pp. 203–17), as has Rutai jing (Hōshaku bu 3, pp. 218–
56). Western-language translations of versions of the sūtra include Amy
Paris Langenberg’s English translation of Toh 57 as part of her PhD thesis
(2008), Franz Huebotter’s German translation of Baotai jing (1932), and Robert
Kritzer’s English translation of one of the long versions of the sūtra as
contained in Toh 6 (2014a). Studies devoted to the sūtra include Kritzer
(2006–7, 2009, 2012, 2013, 2014a, 2014b) and Langenberg (2017).

Adapted from Kritzer 2014b, pp. 181–82.

Ueyama 1967, p. 178.

The Sanskrit word antarābhava sometimes indicates the intermediate
existence, between death in one life and birth in the next, and sometimes the
sentient being in the intermediate existence. In this sūtra, the word always
refers to the sentient being. The word was translated into Tibetan as bar ma
do’i phung po (“skandhas of the antarābhava”), or as bar ma do’i srid pa
(“intermediate existence”). Since English translations such as “the being in
the intermediate existence” are awkward, the Sanskrit term will be used
throughout.

At this point, all other versions, Chinese and Tibetan, say something to the
effect that, due to karma, the great elements are all present and enable the
kalala to grow.

Degé reads mdzod ka, which has no meaning. The reading mdzod kha has been
adopted, which corresponds to the original Chinese (zang kou 藏⼝, Taishō
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n. 21

n. 22

n. 23

n. 24

n. 25

310.323a17) and is found in Lhasa, folio 413.b, as well as in Toh 57, folio 214.b.

Tib. nang rab tu ’byed pa. The Chinese differs: “gather and receive” (she qu 攝取,
Taishō 310.323a21).

Tib. mchi gu. The Chinese differs: “warm(ing) stone” (wen shi 温⽯, Taishō
310.323a22). Other versions of the sūtra explicitly call this stage ghana.

Tib. rkang lag ’gyur ba sgyur bar byed pas gor gor po gang yin pa de rnam par phye
nas. The Chinese differs: “turns the ghana into a praśākha” (ling jia na zhuan wei
ban luo she qu 令伽那轉爲般羅奢佉, Taishō 310.323a24), praśākha being a name
given to the embryo at this stage of development.

Tib. bu ni ma mngal gnas pa na/ /mngal gnas de la phan ’dogs pas/ /des na lus srog rab
gnas shing / /rim gyis skye dang ’phel bar byed/ /mas ni zos shing ’thungs pa dag
/mngal na gnas na phan ’dogs pas/ /rim gyis skye dang (for tshad nga) ’phel bar byed/
/.

The Chinese differs significantly:

“That child having dwelt in the mother’s womb for thirteen weeks,
Its body experiences emptiness and weakness
And immediately produces a notion of hunger and thirst.
That which is eaten and drunk by the mother
Nourishes the being in the womb.
Due to this, its body and life persist,
And it gradually grows and increases.

(qi zi chu mutai yi jing shisan qi shen ji jue xu lei bian sheng jike xiang mu suoyou
yinshi zi yi yu tai zhong you ci shenming cun jianjian er zengzhang 其⼦處⺟胎 已經
⼗三七 ⾝即覺虚羸 便⽣飢渇想 ⺟所有飮⾷ 滋益於胎中 由此⾝命存 漸漸⽽増⻑,
Taishō 310.323c1–4.)

For this translation, see Kritzer 2014a (an edition and annotated translation
of the version of Garbhāvakrānti sūtra in the Tibetan Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya), p.
59, n. 279.

According to the Chinese, this is the previous wind, i.e., the wind from week
eighteen.

According to the Chinese, there are three hip and groin bones, probably
what is called trika (“triple”) in Sanskrit, referring to the triangular bone
called “sacrum” in English. The Tibetan translator seems to have
misunderstood the Chinese, which counts three bones in total, not three
bones each.
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n. 40

According to the Chinese, there are thirteen chest bones. Other versions of
the sūtra mention seven chest bones.

A calculation of the totals yields 212 bones in the Tibetan and 192 bones in
the Chinese. Perhaps some of the bones mentioned above are considered to
be “fine bones,” and hence not included in the total. Otherwise, it is difficult
to account for the number 200 in the Tibetan. The Chinese also gives a total
of 200, which is even more difficult to explain than the Tibetan.

Emended to pags pa from Degé lag pa (“hand”) on the basis of the Chinese,
Toh 57, and Taishō 317.

Tib. rab tu dang bar byed. The Chinese differs: “nourishes it” (zirun 滋潤, Taishō
310.324b2).

This refers to the sort of body being described in general.

Tib. rtswa’i. This is probably a misreading of cao 草 (“grass”), which resembles
ge ⾰ (“leather”).

Tib. thogs pa’i rkyen. This is a translation of the Chinese ju yuan 拘縁 (“seize
conditions”) which is probably a mistake for ju yuan 拘櫞 (“citron”); see
Kritzer (2014a, p. 72, n. 386).

Tib. pa ha na, for Sanskrit vāhana [?] (“chariot,” “horse,” etc.); Chinese: an sheng
鞍乘.

Tib. rkan ldan. The Chinese differs: “having jaws,” you e 有腭 (Taishō
310.325a18).

Tib. khab mchu. The Chinese differs: “needle mouth,” zhen kou 針⼝ (Taishō
310.325a21–22).

Hand net in the Chinese.

Tib. mu kha. The Chinese differs: “salt mouth,” yan kou 鹽⼝ (Taishō
310.325a21–22).

Tib. po ta ra ka. Presumably a transliteration of Sanskrit poṭaraka. The Chinese
differs: “breast wrinkles,” yi zhou 臆皺; see Kritzer 2012, p. 140.

Tib. khong rde. This is not found in dictionaries. The translation is based on
the Chinese, gan xiao 乾消 (Taishō 310.325c14).

A type of skin disease.
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With saṃsāra.

Tib.: chos. Chinese: fa 法. It is not clear whether this refers to the teaching or to
nirvāṇa.
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GLOSSARY

Action
byed pa

ད་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Adamantine
rdo rje

་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
eleventh week.

All-uniting
kun sdud

ན་ད།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
second week.

Anāthapiṇḍada
mgon med zas sbyin

མན་ད་ཟས་ན།
Anāthapiṇḍada

g.

g. 1

g. 2

g. 3

g. 4



A wealthy merchant in the town of Śrāvastī, famous for his generosity to the
poor, who became a patron of the Buddha Śākyamuni. He bought Jetavana
from Prince Jeta and built there a monastery for the Buddha. He is also well
known by the Pāli rendering of his name, Anāthapiṇḍika.

Antarābhava
bar ma do’i phung po  · bar ma do’i srid pa

བར་མ་�་ང་།  · བར་མ་�་ད་པ།
antarābhava

A being in the interval between death in one life and birth in the next.

Arbuda
nur nur po

ར་ར་།
arbuda

The embryo in the second week of gestation.

Becoming firm
brtan par ’gyur ba

བན་པར་འར་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
eighteenth week.

Big action
byed pa chen po

ད་པ་ན་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Bile color
mkhris pa’i kha dog

མས་པ་ཁ་ག
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

g. 5

g. 6

g. 7

g. 8

g. 9



Black face
gdong gnag

གང་གནག
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Black head
mgo nag

མ་ནག
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Black rice
sA lu nag po’i lo ma

་་ནག་�་་མ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Bone face
rus pa’i gdong

ས་པ་གང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Bone piercing
rus pa ’bigs pa

ས་པ་འགས་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Clinging to desire
’dod pa la mngon par zhen pa

འད་པ་ལ་མན་པར་ན་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

g. 10

g. 11

g. 12

g. 13

g. 14

g. 15



Colorful
kha dog ldan

ཁ་ག་ན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Companion
sa ga

ས་ག
—

The name of the twenty thousand channels on the front of the body.

Completely victorious
kun tu rgyal ba

ན་་ལ་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-second week.

Completion
yongs su rdzogs pa

ངས་་གས་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Completion of birth
skye ba mngon par grub

་བ་མན་པར་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-sixth week.

Crooked medicine
sman yon chen po

ན་ན་ན་།
—

g. 16

g. 17

g. 18

g. 19

g. 20

g. 21



The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-seventh week.

Crooked opening
yon po’i sgo

ན་�་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twelfth week.

Determined mind
mos pa’i yid

ས་པ་ད།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Dharma eye
chos kyi mig

ས་་ག
dharmacakṣus

This term refers to an advanced mode of insight into the nature of reality.

Dust
phye ma

་མ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Facing down
kha thur du lta ba

ཁ་ར་་་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
thirty-eighth week.

Fastened hair

g. 22

g. 23

g. 24

g. 25

g. 26

g. 27



spu brgyus pa

་བས་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twelfth week.

Fat color
tshil gyi kha dog

ལ་ི་ཁ་ག
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Firmness
brtan pa

བན་པ།
—

The name of the twenty thousand channels on the left side of the body.

Flower garland
me tog phreng ba

་ག་ང་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-ninth week.

Food
zas

ཟས།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
sixth week.

Fragrance face
dri gtong

་གང་།
—

g. 28

g. 29

g. 30

g. 31

g. 32



A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Gathering together
yang dag par sdud pa

ཡང་དག་པར་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its fifth
week.

Ghana
gor gor po

ར་ར་།
ghana

The embryo in the fourth week of gestation.

Great element
’byung ba chen po

འང་བ་ན་།
mahābhūta

The four primary elements of earth, water, fire, and wind.

Great thunderbolt
rdo rje chen po

་་ན་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Greatly piercing
cher ’bigs pa

ར་འགས་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Greatly white
cher dkar ba

ར་དཀར་བ།
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—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Hair eater
skra la za ba

་ལ་ཟ་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Half bent
phyed sgyur

ད་ར།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Having a palate
rkan ldan

ན་ན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Having iron
lcags can

གས་ཅན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Having near-iron
nye ba’i lcags can

་བ་གས་ཅན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Hero
dpa’ bo

དཔའ་།
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—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Hold cleanly
yongs su dag par ’dzin pa

ངས་་དག་པར་འན་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-third week.

Holding clouds
sprin ’dzin

ན་འན།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-fourth week.

Holding the city
grong khyer ’dzin

ོང་ར་འན།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-fifth week.

Internal differentiation
nang rab tu ’byed pa

ནང་རབ་་འད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
fourth week.

Iron aperture
lcags kyi sgo

གས་་།
—
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The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
thirtieth week.

Jetavana
rgyal bu rgyal byed kyi tshal

ལ་་ལ་ད་་ཚལ།
Jetavana

A forest near Śrāvastī in Kosala where the householder Anāthapiṇḍada built
a monastery for the Buddha and his disciples.

Kalala
mer mer po

ར་ར་།
kalala

The embryo in the first week of gestation.

Leprous
mdze can

མ་ཅན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Lion power
seng ge’i stobs

ང་་བས།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Little bird mouth
bye’u kha

་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Lord of heroes
dpa’ bo’i bdag po

� 
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དཔའ་�་བདག་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Lotus
pad ma

པད་མ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
fifteenth week.

Low
mi mtho ba

་མ་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Lower arm
nye ba’i dpung pa

་བ་དང་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Making firm
sra bar byed pa

་བར་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
tenth week.

Making hungry and thirsty
bkres shing skom par byed pa

བས་ང་མ་པར་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
thirteenth week.
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Mass mouth
phung po’i kha

ང་�་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Moon
zla ba

་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Moon face
zla ba’i kha

་བ་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Moonlight
bsil byed

བལ་ད།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Moonlight face
bsil byed gtong

བལ་ད་གང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Mouth
mu kha

་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.
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Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya
gzhi thams cad yod par smra ba’i ’dul ba

ག་ཐམས་ཅད་ད་པར་་བ་འལ་བ།
Mūla sarvāstivāda vinaya

The largest and most detailed of the six extant vinaya recensions. Substantial
fragments have survived in Sanskrit, and much of it was translated into
Chinese by Yijing in the eighth century, but the Tibetan translation in the
Kangyur is the fullest version. It is also the only vinaya corpus to have been
translated into Tibetan.

Nāma
ming

ང་།
nāma

Literally “name,” this refers to the four mental skandhas, by contrast to rūpa.

Nanda
dga’ bo

དགའ་།
Nanda

The younger half-brother and disciple of the Buddha, who is the interlocutor
in this discourse.

Nectar
bdud rtsi

བད་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
sixteenth week.

Needle lips
khab mchu

ཁབ་མ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.
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Net mouth
dra ba kha

་བ་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Pearl
mu tig

་ག
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Perfect arm
lag rdzogs

ལག་གས།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Peśī
ltar ltar po

ར་ར་།
peśī

The embryo in the third week of gestation.

Powerful
mthu dang ldan pa

མ་དང་ན་པ།
—

The name of the twenty thousand channels on the right side of the body.

Preta
yi dags

་དགས།
preta
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The inhabitants of one of the three lower realms of cyclic existence, these are
a type of spirit known for being tormented by unceasing and insatiable
hunger and thirst. Often rendered as “hungry ghost.”

Proper production
yang dag skyed pa

ཡང་དག་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twenty-first week.

Provoking illness
nad slong

ནད་ང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Rabbit belly
ri bong lto

་ང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Rākṣasa
srin po

ན་།
rākṣasa

A class of nonhuman beings that are often, but not always, considered
demonic in the Buddhist tradition.

Ratnakūṭa
dkon brtsegs

དན་བགས།
Ratnakūṭa
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The Ratnakūṭa section of the Kangyur (Toh 45–93) is a distinct collection,
also found in the Chinese Tripiṭaka (Taishō 310), of forty-nine selected sūtras
on a range of themes. In some titles and colophons the collection is
presented as a single sūtra with its component texts as chapters.

Reed
’dam bu

འདམ་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Renowned
grags ldan

གས་ན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Reversing and turning
zlog cing sgyur bar byed pa

ོག་ང་ར་བར་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
eighth week.

Root of madness
myos pa’i rtsa ba

ས་པ་་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Rūpa
gzugs

གགས།
rūpa
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The first of the five skandhas, defined in Abhidharma literature as anything
composed of the four “great elements” of earth, water, fire, and wind. Often
rendered as “matter,” “material form,” or “form.”

Saddle horse
pa ha na

པ་ཧ་ན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Saṃjñā
’du shes

འ་ས།
saṃjñā

Perception, the third of the five skandhas.

Saṃskāra
’du byed

འ་ད།
saṃskāra

The fourth of the five skandhas, often rendered as “formations,” “karmic
formations,” or “volitional formations.” These are the very subtle karmic
tendencies that shape an individual’s saṃsāric experience.

Scary face
’jigs su rung ba’i gdong

འགས་་ང་བ་གང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Seized conditions
thogs pa’i rkyen

གས་པ་ན།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
thirty-eighth week.
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Separating
rnam par ’byed pa

མ་པར་འད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
ninth week.

Sharp mouth
kha rno

ཁ་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Skandha
phung po

ང་།
skandha

The five “aggregates,” collections of similar phenomena in which all
conditioned phenomena may be included: rūpa, vedanā, saṃjñā, saṃskāra, and
vijñāna.

Skeleton sign
rus pa’i mtshan nyid

ས་པ་མཚན་ད།
—

A name for the frame of a sculpture before clay or plaster is applied

Slightly leprous
mdze can chung ngu

མ་ཅན་ང་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Slightly piercing
cung zad ’bigs pa

ང་ཟད་འགས་པ།
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—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Slightly white
cung zad dkar ba

ང་ཟད་དཀར་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Small bundle
po ta ra ka

་ཏ་ར་ཀ
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Smell power
snum pa’i stobs

མ་པ་བས།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Śrāvaka
nyan thos

ཉན་ས།
śrāvaka

Usually defined as “those who hear the teaching from the Buddha and make
it known to others.” Primarily this refers to those disciples of the Buddha
who aspire to attain the state of an arhat by seeking nirvāṇa.

Śrāvastī
mnyan du yod pa

མཉན་་ད་པ།
Śrāvastī

The capital of the ancient Indian kingdom of Kosala during the sixth–fifth
centuries ʙᴄᴇ ruled by one of the Buddha’s royal patrons, King Prasenajit. It
was the setting for many sūtras as the Buddha spent many rains retreats
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outside the city, in Jetavana. It has been identified with the present-day
Sahet Mahet in Uttar Pradesh on the banks of the river Rapti.

Strength
stobs

བས།
—

The name of the twenty thousand channels on the back of the body.

Thread opening
skud pa’i sgo

ད་པ་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
fourteenth week.

Throwing
’phen pa

འན་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Throwing everywhere
kun tu ’phen pa

ན་་འན་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Thunderbolt
rdo rje

་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Tiger path
stag lam
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ག་ལམ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Treasury opening
mdzod kha

མད་ཁ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
third week.

Treasury opening
mdzod sgo

མད་།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Twister
’khyil bar byed pa

འལ་བར་ད་པ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
seventh week.

Universal door
kun nas sgo

ན་ནས་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
tenth week.

Upādānaskandha
nye bar len pa’i phung po

་བར་ན་པ་ང་།
upādānaskandha
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The “skandhas of appropriation” or “appropriated skandhas,” this refers to
the five skandhas as the bases upon which a nonexistent self is mistakenly
projected. That is, they are the basis of “appropriation” (Skt. upādāna) insofar
as all grasping arises on the basis of the skandhas.

Upper arm
dpung pa

དང་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Upside down
khas spub

ཁས་བ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Vast
yangs pa

ཡངས་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Vedanā
tshor ba

ར་བ།
vedanā

Feeling, the second of the five skandhas, generally classified into three
types: pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral.

Very solid
shin tu sra ba

ན་་་བ།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
twentieth week.
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Vijñāna
rnam par shes pa

མ་པར་ས་པ།
vijñāna

Consciousness, the fifth of the five skandhas, generally classified into the
five sensory consciousnesses and mental consciousness.

Weak
dman pa

དམན་པ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Weak mouth
dman pa’i kha

དམན་པ་ཁ།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Webbed hand
lag pa dra ba can

ལག་པ་་བ་ཅན།
—

A type of worm (srin bu) that lives in and feeds on the body.

Yak face
’bri gdong

འ་གང་།
—

The name of a karmic wind involved in the formation of an embryo in its
seventeenth week.

Yakṣa
gnod sbyin

གད་ན།
yakṣa
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A class of nonhuman beings that haunt or protect natural places and cities.
They can be malevolent or benevolent, and are known for bestowing wealth
and worldly boons, or alternatively, for creating obstacles and causing harm.


